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Law Firm Autopilot

A 10-part guide to creating a 
smooth-running practice—where 
you get better clients, make more 

money and take more time off



Speaker
ABA TechShow - Chicago

Florida Solo & Small Conf


Missouri Bar Solo & Small Conf 

Indiana Solo & Small Conf


Clio, MyCase, ARMA, LSBA

Author
Blogging for Lawyers (ABA)

Acrobat in One Hour (ABA)

PDF Essentials for Lawyers


Nuance PowerPDF Essentials

Awards
ABA GPSOLO


Solo & Small Firm  
Trainer of the Year 2018 

FastCase  50 2011





Three Main Elements

1. Approach 
2. Operations  
3. Marketing



I. Approach
1. Mindset 
2. Vision 
3. Focus 
4. Assistance



II. Operations
1. Systems 
2. Streamlining 
3. Delegation



III. Marketing
1. Strategy 
2. Referrals 
3. Trust-Building



I. Approach: 



I. Approach: 1.Mindset







5 Key Mindsets
1. Growth-minded: realize that you can most 
assuredly achieve massive success!  

2. Investment-minded: you must invest time, 
energy, and money to achieve your big goals 

3. Open-minded: radical methods will lead to 
mind-boggling results (with less effort) 

4. Action-driven: take sensible action to get big 
results (use data to make better decisions) 

5. Realistic - be prepared for challenges





Book Recommendation



I. Approach: 2.Vision





Begin with End in Mind



Book Recommendation



I. Approach: 3.Focus



Leverage



Resource Mgt = Leverage
“Effectiveness is doing the right things.”  

—Peter Drucker



Pareto’s Principle



Book Recommendation



I. Approach: 4.Assistance



3-Part Assessment

Experience

Bias

Instincts

Little Lots

Poor

Altruistic Transactional

Strong



Key Factor
1. Experience: has extensive experience and 
diverse experience helping lawyers like you 
that gets positive results. 

2. Bias: to what extent is their advice likely to 
be biased? (transactional motivation vs. 
fiduciary or altruistic motivation) 

3. Insight: because they think more deeply 
about problems their advice contains valuable 
wisdom (not just basic helpful advice)



II. Operations



II. Operations: 1.Systems



Systems
‣ Create order (and eliminate chaos) 

‣ Create predictable outcomes 

‣ Avoid, or eliminate, mistakes 

‣ Consistent performance (across 
entire workforce) 
‣ Improve performance (even among 
“less skilled” workers)









Book Rec: The E-Myth



John Fisher’s Book



II. Operations: Automation



“The first rule of any technology used in 
a business is that automation applied to 
an efficient operation will magnify its 
efficiency… 

Two Rules of Automation

—Bill Gates

The second is that automation applied to 
an inefficient operation will magnify the 
inefficiency.”





Keyboard Shortcuts



Dragon Dictation

PC Home ($60) Mac ($200) 

http://bit.ly/DragonMac


II. Operations: Delegation



Delegation Keys
‣You should only do “lawyer work” 
‣You should only do the kind of 
lawyer work (1) you are really good 
at AND (2) that you enjoy 
‣Real barrier is mindset and 
momentum 
‣Virtual Assistance: Receptionist, 
Bookkeeper, Executive Assistant



The “Ideal” Assistant



The 5 Delegation Levels
‣ Level 1: Do exactly what I tell you to do. Be explicit about how to do 

the task (don’t expect them to read your mind). Give them a well-
crafted checklist, or process map, to follow.


‣ Level 2: Research the options. Then come back and we’ll discuss 
them. I want to see how well you evaluate options


‣ Level 3: Research options and make a recommendation. I want to 
see you make a decision and then see the thought process behind it.


‣ Level 4: Take action and report back after. I want to check in to make 
sure you’re getting helpful feedback, and give you suggestions for 
improvement if necessary.


‣ Level 5: Take action and don’t report back unless you have a 
problem.



Virtual Assistance



EA Delegation
‣Calendaring: using a shared calendar synched via the 

cloud. Can make appointments, or move them. Can help 
you remember upcoming appts. Will spot conflicts.


‣Email: using cloud-based email service, can handle many 
routine email requests on your behalf. Can file emails, or 
suspend them for later action.


‣Research: travel research (flights, hotels, rental cars), gifts, 
repair issues (mostly done online, or by phone).


‣Phone Calls: phone clients to confirm appts, or make any 
calls that save you the agony of dealing with petty problems



III. Marketing

$



III. Marketing: Fundamentals





3 Types of Clients
1. Poor Clients: ones you HAVE to take on because:

‣ You’re desperate to cover overhead & pay the bills

‣	You’re just starting a new practice and you can’t be picky

‣	You have no idea how marketing actually works.


2. Mediocre Clients: ones you feel like you should take because:

‣	They were referred by someone you feel obligated to

‣	They seem nice, and you like them okay

‣	Their problem is one you’ve worked on before


3. Great Clients:

‣Love you and everything you stand for (your values)

‣Happily pay your bills on time, without complaint

‣Enthusiastically refer their family and friends to you







III. Marketing: Referrals



Leverage Existing Trust



The Keys to…
‣Referral marketing leverages trust 
that already exists 
‣It’s easy, inexpensive & powerful 
‣It doesn’t make you feel awkward 
(if it’s done properly) 
‣Done “properly” means: you don’t 
even suggest that you want, or 
need, new business 
‣But there are some downsides…



III. Marketing: Online



Book Recommendations



Conclusion



You can  
do it too!






